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Measuring Portfolio Risk

Investors often consider the price volatility of an asset, its Standard Deviation, as a measure of risk. Information Ratio 
and Sharpe Ratio are also popular risk measures as they consider investment return as well, normalizing assets with 
differing return profiles. While these tools are useful, we note that most investors will happily accept upside deviation.  
They are most concerned about losses. Thus, the addition of Downside Deviation and Sortino Ratio can help round 
out the risk management toolkit. 

Contact Us
Interested in learning more? P/E Investments is headquartered in Boston MA, with offices in London, Melbourne, 
Singapore, Tokyo, and Jackson WY. We are happy to discuss potential investment opportunities with you further 
via call, virtual, or in person meeting. We look forward to hearing from you!

Email us at: marketing@peinvestments.com

Standard Deviation
One of the most commonly used measures of portfolio risk, Standard Deviation, measures the dispersion of an asset’s 
performance relative to its mean – that is, an asset with low standard deviation will have a relatively consolidated 
dataset, whereas one with high standard deviation will have a significantly disperse dataset.
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Although standard deviation is certainly an important risk characteristic, as with any single measure, it has limitations. 
By looking at all dispersion from the mean, standard deviation equally weighs downside and upside data points. For 
many investors, upside volatility is not as concerning – if performance is positive, does the higher volatility attributable 
to variance in positive return harm the portfolio? 

Downside Deviation
In this light, an investor may be better served by focusing on the risk characteristics of an asset when it generates 
losses. Downside Deviation focuses on an asset’s risk specifically with regards to returns that fall below a minimum 
threshold or minimum acceptable return, such as zero. 

Suppose two investments have the same expected return, say 10%; however, one has a downside deviation of 9%, 
and the other has a downside deviation of 5%. Which one is the better investment? We would say the second one is 
better. Downside deviation also can indicate that a traditionally "risky" investment, one with a high standard deviation, 
is actually less risky than it looks. An investment with high standard deviation and low downside deviation indicates that 
much of its volatility is attributable to upside variance, which is much less harmful to overall portfolio performance.

Many investors also rely on ratios when evaluating investments. Information Ratio and Sharpe Ratio, for example, are 
both calculated by dividing the performance of an asset or portfolio by its standard deviation. While these ratios give a 
high level view of risk-adjusted return, they again equally weight upside and downside data points. Sortino Ratio, by 
contrast, measures the asset or portfolio’s risk-adjusted return via downside deviation. For investors concerned with 
negative surprises, the Sortino Ratio can be a more relevant tool.
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Disclosures

THIS MANAGER OPERATES PURSUANT TO AN EXEMPTION FROM THE COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION IN CONNECTION WITH 
ACCOUNTS OF QUALIFIED ELIGIBLE PERSONS, THIS BROCHURE OR ACCOUNT DOCUMENT IS NOT REQUIRED TO BE, AND HAS NOT BEEN, FILED 
WITH THE COMMISSION. THE COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION DOES NOT PASS UPON THE MERITS OF PARTICIPATING IN A TRADING 
PROGRAM OR UPON THE ADEQUACY OR ACCURACY OF COMMODITY TRADING ADVISOR DISCLOSURE. CONSEQUENTLY, THE COMMODITY FUTURES 
TRADING COMMISSION HAS NOT REVIEWED OR APPROVED THIS TRADING PROGRAM OR THIS BROCHURE OR ACCOUNT DOCUMENT.

Under no circumstances is this report to be used or considered as an offer to sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy any security. Any such offering may be made 
only by means of an offering memorandum and subscription agreement that will be furnished to prospective investors who express further interest in the FX Strategy. 
Each potential investor is advised to review the offering memorandum and subscription agreement of the relevant investment product, and consult with his/her own 
advisors regarding the suitability of an investment in the relevant investment product by such potential investor. The material presented herein is in summary form, is 
incomplete and should not be relied upon as being complete. An investment in the FX Strategy is speculative and involves a high degree of risk. The FX Strategy's 
performance can be volatile, and there can be no assurance that the FX Strategy will achieve its investment objectives. While an investment in the FX Strategy may 
result in profits, it may also result in losses-investors may lose all or a substantial amount of their investment. The FX Strategy may employ leverage, which can 
magnify gains or losses. The FX Strategy's investment adviser has total trading authority over the FX Strategy and the use of a single adviser could result in a lack 
of diversification and thus higher risk. Fees and expenses may offset the FX Strategy's trading profits. The information contained within is only directed at eligible 
investors and professional clients.

Prepared and issued by P/E Investments, LLC, a commodity trading advisor registered pursuant to the U.S. Commodity Exchange Act and a member of the National 
Futures Association in such capacities. All opinions and estimates included in this report constitute P/E Investments' judgment as of the date of publication and are 
subject to change without notice. While the information in this report has been obtained from sources, which we believe to be reliable, we do not guarantee its 
accuracy and, as such, the information may be incomplete or condensed. Any reliance you may place on this information or the validity of our opinion is at your own 
risk. P/E Investments is remunerated for its services by the funds it manages or by the investors in its strategies. These fee arrangements may differ from fund to fund 
or account to account.


